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MESIA Came Back To KSA With A Sucessful Solar Trade Mission!
Submit Your Application For MESIA Solar Awards 2020
Africa’s Largest Solar Park Is Finished!
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Solar Energy Trade Mission in KSA by MESIA

“Through our Sakaka PV project, we are already seeing the
benefits of supporting local content for the wider industry
through numerous success stories. During the project, we
worked with a local subcontractor from the Al Jouf region
and a Saudi subcontractor that benefited immensely from
working with ACWA Power and developing the expertise to
work in the renewable sphere. A joint venture was also formed
between a local and international company – giving the Saudi
company international exposure and understanding of global
best practices that were then put into practice through
subsequent projects.”
Paddy Padmanthan, President and CEO of ACWA Power,
during a keynote speech at MESIA Trade Solar show.
“ACWA Power is currently focusing on three elements to
amplify local content in the kingdom. First, expanding the
renewable energy scope to industrial players as we aim
to open novel opportunities for local companies to create
competitive products and services. Second is luring in
industry leaders to Saudi in order to manufacture and boost
economies. And lastly, developing human capital, which
ACWA Power implements through rotating engineers locally
and internationally, as well as establishing institutes for Saudi
youth such as HIWPT to help cultivate talent in the industry.”
Anas Almathami, Manager of Local Content Development at
ACWA Power during MESIA Solar Trade Mission.
DuPont is the leading PV materials manufacturer, with over
40 years’ experience. Our field studies show that harsh
climates pose challenging conditions for PV modules. High
temperature, high UV and dust accelerate panel degradation.
Poor quality materials are failing quickly in harsh climatic
conditions, resulting in faster power loss and safety hazards.
Our recommendation to mitigate risks is to specify the Bill of
Materials with field-proven materials and components. DuPont
is currently working with KAUST and Desert Technologies, to
conduct performance analysis of bifacial modules and in-situ
field inspections, to further our knowledge of how panels and
materials perform in the field.
Rahul Khatri, Technical Leader, DuPont Photovoltaic Solutions,
South Asia and the Middle East during his presentation at
MESIA Solar Trade Mission.

The Middle East Solar Industry Association (MESIA)
hosted their third trade mission to Saudi Arabia last
week. The event in Riyadh was well attended by over
150 distinguished members of the solar community
including developers, government stakeholders and
suppliers. The keynote introduction was made by
Mr Abdul Rahman Alsamari the CEO of LCGPA and
Mr Thamer Alsharhan, Managing Director of ACWA

Power. They both emphasized a key theme of the
conference being the importance of local content in
the solar Industry in Saudi Arabia.
See the presentations of the Solar Trade Mission
See the pictures of the Solar Trade Mission

The clean energy market in the Kingdom is at a critical stage
at the moment The target is 60 GW of clean energy power by
2030. 30% of that target will be tendered by REPDO and the
balance will be delivered by PIF. REPDO will tender 3.1 GW of
clean energy projects in 2019. In addition to this you have the
giga – projects’ desire for clean energy power at Neom, Red
Sea and Amaala and the wheeling project of SABIC (4 GW by
2025). All these projects are currently being developed at the
same time and Eversheds Sutherland in association with Al
Dhabaan & Partners are delighted to be working on of these
different types of projects in the Kingdom at the moment..
Iwan Walters, Partner, Eversheds Sutherland
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Apply Now For MESIA Annual Solar Awards
THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS IS 10TH DECEMBER 2019 AT 2PM GST.

UAE: Dubai Confirms Saudi’s ACWA Won 900 MW Solar Project
Tender With $0.016953/kWh Bid
22 November

The Middle East Solar Awards is the industry’s premier awards
ceremony. This annual event, now in its eighth edition, serves
as a platform to recognize and celebrate exceptional talent
and achievements in the MENA solar market. There are 10
(+2) awards categories and the application process is open to
everyone.
- Utility scale solar project of the year > 20mw
- Industrial solar project of the year < 20mw
- Roof-top solar project of the year
- Regional company (epc, manufacturer, developer) of the year
- Financial advisor /consultant of the year
- Legal advisor / consultant of the year
- Solar entrepreneur of the year
- Woman in solar of the year
- Solar innovation (system, product or service) of the year
- Solar energy picture of the year

MEET THE JURY

APPLY

ATTEND THE CEREMONY
(January 15, 2020)

SNAPSHOT OF THE MONTH

During theMWFES, the UAE Ministry of Energy and enhance their collaboration for the benefit of the
Industry and MESIA signed an important MoU to solar community and all MESIA members.
Solar PV Plants Certification
ﺟﻤﻌﻴﺔ اﻟﺸﺮق اﻻوﺳﻂ ﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﺎت اﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﺸﻤﺴﻴﺔ

Middle East Solar Industry Association

Empowering

Solar

across

the

Middle

Picture by Ghadir Schaar

DEWA said the solar generation capacity is expected
to come online in the second quarter of 2021. The
tender will constitute the fifth phase of the mammoth

5 GW Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park.
Read more.

Egypt: Africa’s Largest Solar Park Is Finished!

East

Solar PV Plants
Certification

December 2019
Snapshot

- Verification and inspection of plants
- Why do PV Plants need Certification?
- UL Inspection Program features
Download here.

This inspiring video takes
viewers inside one of the world’s
largest solar parks, the huge
plant at Benban in Egypt. The
video includes exclusive footage
of this modern-day miracle from
space.
Watch here.

By Dania Musallam

Research and Content Manager

By Dania Musallam
Research and Content Manager
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Egypt: Saudi Arabia’s ACWA Power Signs PPA With Egypt For A 200
MW Solar Project At Kom Ombo

Jordan: FRV Switches On 100 MW Of Solar Plants
1 November
The two PV facilities account for around
1.5% of the country’s total power generation
capacity. They can produce enough power
to cover the energy demand of more than
40,500 homes per year, while offsetting
around 200,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions annually.

12 November
ACWA Power had secured this
project through a tender issued
in August 2018. The project is
likely to be operational by the
first quarter of 2021. The project
is expected to cater to the
daily needs of nearly 130,000
households and offset 280,000
tons of carbon per year.
Read more.

Jordan: The Country Renews Solar Rebates For Residential PV
15 November

KSA: Sakaka PV IPP Is Now Connected To The National Electricity
Grid Under A Pilot Phase

The Kingdom of Jordan’s government has
signed an agreement with Jordan Islamic
Bank to facilitate the financing of residential
projects under the scheme. Selected projects
will be entitled to a 30% rebate for installations
up to 3.5 kW.

17 November

Read more.

UAE: Nestle Opens the Largest Ground-Mounted Private Solar Plant
1 November

ACWA Power announced that the project has
commenced initial production under a pilot phase
according to schedule – with full commercial
operation to be achieved before the end of the year
2019.
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The solar project has established a 100 percent local
employment rate within the first year of operation,
with 90% of the workforce comprised by the youth
of Al Jouf region.
Read more.

Jubaili Bros Solar is proud to have
supplied Huawei FusionSolar inverters for this
project via ALEC Energy as an EPC, the size
is 42KTL total DC capacity 5.5MWp. “Nestle
opens the largest ground-mounted private
solar plant in the UAE The plant entails
installing nearly 28,000 photovoltaic (PV)
panels at the company’s three manufacturing
sites, that will generate 10GWh of electricity
per year.
Read more.
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UPCOMING MESIA EVENTS

8 Countries (Besides the US) With Solar Under $25 per MegawattHour. 4 Of Them Are The MENA Region!
31 October

MESIA Solar Outlook Report 2020 - Official Launch
WFES Solar Forum
15 January 2020 at 3:15 pm
By Martine Mamlouk, General Secretary, MESIA

MESIA’s 2020 Solar Outlook
Report, the latest version of our
annual research piece, covers
the major highlights from the
MENA region’s solar industry
over the past year and explores
some of the trends expected to
affect the industry in the coming
two to three years. The report
provide also brief analysis of the
main solar markets in the region
along with the developments,
challenges and opportunities
influencing this markets.

Here are eight other countries where the $25-permegawatt-hour barrier has tumbled, as tracked by
the Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables solar

analysis team.
Read more.

GCC set to create nearly 200,000 solar power jobs by 2030
19 November
By 2030, IRENA predicts the GCC
will have 40GW of utility-scale PV
projects and nearly 200,000 solar
power jobs. Solar careers in 2030
will include 124,000 solar PV jobs,
50,000 concentrated solar power
(CSP) jobs, and 23,000 jobs for
small-scale solar rooftop projects.
Read more.
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Join Us For The MESIA Solar Awards 2020 Ceremony
15 January at 6pm
Aloft Hotel, Abu Dhabi

The winners of the Solar Awards
will be recognize at a prestigious
presentation and gala ceremony
during the WFES on Wednesday
15 January 2020. The event will
offer a fantastic setting in which
to network with fellow peers from
across the industry.
Know more about the Awards
Register to attend the ceremony
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UPCOMING MIDDLE EAST INDUSTRY EVENTS

Middle East HSE And Sustainability Week
8th - 10th December 2019
Dubai, UAE

This week is hosted by the Energy Institute, an
international, not-for profit, membership body
bringing global energy expertise together. The week
consists of two conferences, focusing on HSE and
sustainability, to deliver essential learning and sharing
of international good practice to organisations
across the energy industry.

MESIA MEMBERS’ NEWSLETTERS

Jubaili Bros Solar conducted a technical
seminar on the topic of Technical Optimization
with Huawei inverters. We would like to thank
our guests for taking the time to attend and
we hope it was informative and that they had
enjoyed the visit to Huawei FusionSolar display
centre.

Register here.

Oman Sustainable Energy And Technology Summit
9th - 10th December 2019
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman

The Summit takes into account, the current energy
landscape; bringing together regulatory authorities,
senior stakeholders, policy makers, influencers and
solution providers driving the clean energy ecosystem in the region.
Register here.

Power Of a PRomise
In the current oil price environment, industry
players need to make the right decisions and
dynamically improve their operating models.
As the Middle East remains the largest oil
producing region, digitalization can fully unlock
the potential of the sector. In this edition of our
#PowerOfAPromise newsletter, you will find
out how we make digitalization happen.
Read more.

Training course Solar PV and PV power plants
– 2 days deep dive

WFES – Solar Expo & Forum

The Solar Expo & Forum is the largest event in
the MENA region, where the world’s top solar
companies participate every year to meet and find
new business opportunities in one of the world’s
fastest growing markets.
This event offers and unparalleled platform to meet
distributors, developers and government entities
including utilities and private sector stakeholders
who play an important role in developing and
managing solar energy projects in the region.
Solar Expo & Forum offers a series of benefits
exclusively to MESIA members to drive your profile
and enhance your potential among the global
future energy audience.
Read more.
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MESIA Members Benefits:

MESIA MEMBERS BENEFITS FOR EXHIBITION
(from 13 to 16 January, 2020):
- 15% discount on space rates within the MESIA
pavilion
- Access to Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week
Opening Ceremony
- 1 complimentary The Future Sustainability
Summit delegate pass
And more.
MESIA MEMBERS BENEFITS FOR ATTENDING
THE FUTURE SUSTAINABILITY SUMMIT (14th –
15th January, 2020):
- 20% Discount on standard rates
- Full access to the 2-day conference
- Full access to the World Future Energy Summit
forums and exhibition
And more.

In this two day course you get introduced to and
take a deep dive into the technical aspects of
solar PV, product quality decisions, operational
issues, solar resource, energy modelling and
more. Besides the technology aspects, the
course provides practical exercises and an
insight into trends and recent developments.  
Read more.

Ingeteam’s hybrid inverter is now compatible
with Pylontech’s HV batteries
The use of Ingeteam’s hybrid inverter together
with Pylontech’s batteries makes it
possible to create hybrid systems that combine
PV power generation with energy storage,
with no need to add additional PV inverters.
Furthermore, it is also possible to create
stand-alone systems and to operate in selfconsumption mode or back-up (UPS)
mode.
Read more.
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MIDDLEWHO
WHO’S
EAST SOLAR NEWS

NEW MEMBERS

What is your role at ARCTECH and how would you
describe your job?
I am currently leading the sales and marketing
activities of Arctech Solar worldwide as the
president of Global Business and helps the company
to become one of the leaders in solar racking and
tracking industry.
How did you start your journey in the solar industry?
In Oct 2006, I drove a car crossing Taklamkan Desert
of western China with my wife as a tourist. There was
nobody, no building, no car but only a few small PV
plants scatted in the 500km desert highway. Those
PV plants was so impressive to me, which made me
decide to enter the solar business immediately. One
month later, I co-founded Eneron Technology to do
small solar EPC and developed the solar systems for
desert and oil applications. Prior to joining Arctech, I
founded Suntrix to commercialize Concentrated PV
(CPV) technology in 2009.

CORPORATE MEMBER
ARCTECH

CORPORATE - CHINA
arctechsolar.com
Arctech Solar, one of the world’s leading manufacturers and solution
providers of solar tracking and racking systems, which founded in
2009 and headquartered in Kunshan, China. According to Wood
Mackenzie’s report (2019, Arctech Solar has been ranked No.1 in the
Asia Pacific region and No.4 in the global PV market shares among
solar PV tracker suppliers in 2018. In the past decade, Arctech Solar
has successfully expanded its business in China and abroad with an
extensive global network crossing 5 continents. Up to now, Arctech
Solar has cumulatively installed approximately 19GW capacity and
completed approximately 700 projects in 24 countries.

What is your most memorable moment in Solar?

Mr Guy Rong

President Global Business
ARCTECH SOLAR
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There are so many memorable moments in my 13year solar career. Most of them are related to happy
customers. Just give an example here. It was July
2013 when I visited a small project owner in Sardinia
Italy as CEO of Suntrix. He bought two CPV systems
from us with a total power of 21.6KWp. He told me
the max production could reach 118KWh for one
10.8KWp system in one day, which made him call the
small power plant “money printing machine” thanks
to the generous FIT to CPV in Italy at that time. I was
so happy when I saw the smile in his face. After that,
the success of our customer became the top priority
of my work.
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CONTACT US
If you have a question or would like to speak to us about a project, please contact the relevant board
member below. For urgent queries please contact micheline@mesia.com
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairman					 		Abdul Aziz Al Midfa
President					 		Ahmed Nada 		
Vice-President				 			Alexandre Allegue 		
Secretary General 			
			
Martine Mamlouk
Finance, Governance And Government Relations Director Khawla Albloushi
Marketing Director 			
			
Gurmeet Kaur 		
Legal Director				 			Laura Capelin 		
International Development Director 			
Vikas Bansal		

chairman@mesia.com
ahmed@mesia.com
alex@mesia.com
martine@mesia.com
khawla@mesia.com
gurmeet@mesia.com
laura@mesia.com
vikas@mesia.com

EXECUTIVE TEAM
Event Director 						Micheline Thienpont
Membership Manager 					Karine Metivier 		
Content and Report Manager					
Dania Musallam

micheline@mesia.com
karine@mesia.com
dania@mesia.com

mesia.com

